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MOTION

Recently, the Los Angeles City Attorney filed suit against trucking companies at the Port of 
Los Angeles for classifying their drivers as independent contractors. According to the City 
Attorney’s assertions in that matter, "...companies purposely classify their drivers as 
independent contractors rather than employees to avoid obligations to pay employee 
benefits, such as unemployment insurance, workers' compensation, minimum wage, and 
reimbursement for thousands of dollars of business expenses. Allegedly misclassifying 
drivers also allows each company to avoid paying applicable California taxes, instead 
shifting this responsibility to the drivers. While these companies increase their profits, 
drivers may take home as little as a few cents in a work period."

The same principles would appear to apply to drivers for Transportation Network 
Companies (TNCs).

TNCs typically call their drivers "independent contractors," or euphemistically, "Partners," 
rather than employees. If those drivers are in fact employees, they are subject to the City's 
minimum wage. Furthermore, gross wages paid to TNC drivers do not account for the 
expenses that the driver incurs in maintaining a vehicle for the purpose of driving for a 
TNC, and if those drivers are indeed employees under the city's policy, these expenses may 
be considered wage theft. This might also be a way to evade payment of sufficient gross 
receipts taxes by diffusing receipts across a series of purported contractors rather than 
paying based on the accumulation of those gross receipts to the parent company.

As the City deals with an extraordinary crisis in homelessness, skyrocketing rents, and an 
unprecedented transfer of wealth from the poor and middle class to Wall Street and 
billionaires, the Council cannot allow disregard for the policies it has adopted to protect the 
most vulnerable members of our community. It is also not fair to the thousands of 
businesses across the city that are playing by the rules and paying their employees the 
appropriate wages.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council INSTRUCT the Bureau of Contract Administration, in 
concert with the City Attorney’s office, to determine the applicability of the city's minimum 
wage law to TNC drivers and whether or not TNC drivers are employees for the purpose of 
applying the correct city minimum wage based on the number of employees at each TNC 
firm.

I FURTHER MOVE that the Council INSTRUCT the Office of Finance to report on the 
applicability of the City’s Gross Receipts Tax or any other business taxes as they relate to 
Charter-Party Carrier or TNC activities and indicate the rates of compliance among drivers 
and TNC operators.



I FURTHER MOVE that the Council INSTRUCT the Bureau of Contract Administration to 
report on any wage and hour violations reported by drivers of Transportation Network 
Company operators and whether the City has taken any enforcement actions to ensure that 
TNC drivers are paid at least the city’s minimum wage for the hours that they work and are 
not victims of wage theft.
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